
Rad229: MRI Signals and Sequences (Autumn 2018) Homework 4

Rad 229 Homework 4
Due Wed, October 25, 11:59pm
(Email to bah@stanford.edu)

1 Multicoil SNR (B4.1)

Load multichannel data from 8chknee.mat. Use the code from exampleB4 14.m to help you! kdata
contains k-space data for 8 coils, and one 2D slice. klow is the central k-space data that you can use to
estimate coil sensitivities.

a. Estimate the noise covariance by using outer k-space lines for each channel. Remember Ψ =
1
N

∑N
i=1 S

H
i Si, where Si is an Nc × 1 matrix of signals at one point (i) for all channels. Try to in-

clude N > 3000 samples. Make an image of Ψ to display it. What are the diagonal elements of
Ψ?

b. Estimate coil sensitivities by reconstructing low-resolution images for each coil and normalizing each by
the RMS of these images.

c. Reconstruct SENSE image with R=1, using code from the above example.

d. Make and display a noise map image using

√
(CHΨ−1C)−1. Multiply this by

√
Npixels if you are using

a forward FFT in the reconstruction.

e. Make and display a g-factor map, as in the class example.

f. Do repeated noise propagation to make a noise map image. Use mvnrdn() to generate noise, either in
k-space or image space, but multiply by

√
Npixels if doing the latter. How do the different noise maps

compare?

2 Balanced SSFP Signal (C1.1)

Here your will explore the approximation that we made during the class for the balanced SSFP signal.
The steady-state signal approximation in C1 is repeated here:

S =
M0

cot(β/2) + (T1/T2) tan(β/2)
(1)

a. First use the Bloch equation matrix solutions to write (not solve!) a full matrix expression for the
magnetization at TE = TR/2 as a function of T1, T2, TR, flip angle α and frequency ∆f . (These are
rotation/relaxation matrices with Mss = (I − A)−1B. ) Apply a rotation of 180◦about Mz at the end
of TR to simulate the RF pulse alternating sign so you don’t have to do this over 2 TRs. This is very
similar to the lecture derivation, but at TE = TR/2.

b. Write a Matlab function that takes T1, T2, TR, flip angle α and frequency ∆f as arguments and returns
a 3 ×1 vector for mx, my, mz. For TR=5ms, TE=2.5ms, T1/T2=500ms/200ms and αy=60◦, plot the
steady-state transverse magnetization (magnitude and phase) as a function of frequency from -250 Hz
to 250 Hz. Please write your own function for this, even though you can likely find it online - it should
be a few lines, using abprop, yrot, relax and zrot .
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c. On the same plot, include the approximation above for signal magnitude and phase. Also plot the
difference between magnitudes (only) between the exact solution and the approximation.

d. Using part b, plot the distribution of M at TE=2.5ms in the mx-mz plane, including enough frequencies
to be useful.

e. Use your knowledge of relaxation and phase accrual to calculate and plot the exact distributions at
TE=0 and TE=5ms (i.e. right after and right before the RF pulse.), as projections onto the mx-mz

plane.

f. Repeat part e for T1/T2=100ms/40ms and T1/T2=25ms/10ms. Comment on what happened here?

3 Low Flip Angle SSFP (C1.2)

Here you will look at low-flip-angle SSFP, where the signal profile can be quite different from much of what
we have discussed.

a. Plot the signal with αy=1◦as a function of frequency for T1/T2 = 1000ms/200ms and TR=5ms,
TE=2.5ms, when the sign of α is not alternated.

b. What is the steady-state mxand mzfor the above case on-resonance (0Hz)?

c. Plot the transient signal at 0Hz for the first 50 TR periods in the mx-mz plane using ’x-’ for the
Matlab plot symbol.

d. Explain intuitively what is happening in this steady state.

4 Imperfect Gradient Spoiling (C2.1)

In this problem you will investigate the effect of an imperfect spoiler gradient. You can consider that the
center of your voxel is at the center of the scanner. Use TR=10ms, TE=2ms, T1=500ms, T2=100ms and
a flip angle of 50◦, with a gradient spoiler.

a. Write an EPG or Bloch simulation to simulate the steady-state signal. Plot the signal magnitude and
phase as a function of position across a voxel at TE. Note that you did this in HW2, so you can
reuse quite a bit of code. Alternatively, use an EPG simulation, which is quite easy (you will need
epg FZ2spins.m ).

b. Now imagine that your spoiler applies N − δ cycles of phase across a voxel, where N is an integer and δ
is small in magnitude. (You will thus average over N − δ cycles, starting from 0 ). Use your simulation
to plot the average voxel signal magnitude for δ in the range [-.25,0.25] and N=1,2,3,4 (four plot traces).

c. Note that the position of your voxel matters! For N=2, and the same range of δ, plot the maximum
and minimum signal from the complex average over a voxel by varying the center position.

d. Instead of varying the location of your voxel, repeat c but vary a constant amount of off-resonance
by adding a constant phase per TR. (In EPG this can be done by pre-multiplying the FZ matrix by
diag([eiφ e−iφ , 1])). How does the effect of having off-center voxels compare with having different
amounts of off-resonance?
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